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Places to Visit 

 

 
Levantine Arabic transcript: 

 
� ، وأ2- @!و یBور الA(!، أو م% أورو@-، ل?<7ض م% أم7ی;- أو م% أس78ال&-، إذا أ2- 01 م% .-رج *()'&%،أ#"!: أ�

 C)D E#-&س FGی F?Hأو @!و ی!)Aال، IJK88@ 78ح اوM8@ F8�زم إP Fت إلRSTال K1 K�ّإ -V&)D 7فH8زم یP 0Tال 
 C8# -ورهBویK�ّوإ!)@ C)D I27ل"- ی !)Aال %D F;Yی F?Hر ی!Sوی !)Aل-@ Z7A. و!?D نK;ی . 

 
یY-ول یBور م!ن -d�F إF1 ..یa)H8 ال(ES الc&@7H.. أول م- یb)A یa)H8 ال(ES الE&@7Hإّ�HA`K- أول F1ء أ�- @<[\ : ا#"!

Reم c&?&'()* 7ىJو .Reس م!Mال E?ور م!یBی،E&@7Sس ال!Mوال Reم E&J7Tس ال!Mال C)D 7فH8ی ، Z7hiال EAJ ورBی 
CiJjا !G("وال Reم،-V&)D Re7اع مi0 الAس K1 7فHی ، b&ل F?Hی K�ّإ %&'()>@ Z7&eآ\ آ-Tوم c8<-ض�7 إ&i8@ 

  . )G! اT)DCiJj-ن EAJ ال7hiة مRe أو C)D 1-ن ال"
Reم aYل o&@ EM'?ور مBی Reم F1إ F�-d،!V"ال E(&?ور آBی ، F?H1&-ء یjه-ي ا Fqإل FY&(م -HA` Kا إذا هK"V8@ 

Z7@ %و2-ي م،bرف إی-D bوم  .Reم c&�-d م!ن C)D c2K8@و .Re2?&% م a&hور مBی، K1 فKTوی �Yن ی-TD 
 Reة م-�-H"الK�ّرة إBGص-ر م K�ّى اإK8(م C)D a&h"ا الsه F* 7تT8�وا o)M8�ا aل-Hم-،ل �@ .. bم مRDtض\ ا

 إس7اK1 \&v إّ�KیKTف مRe ..إّ�K ی7H8ف ، هK یBور مRe ال"ّua&h�K*.  ص-رتإلFqمF'S آ\ K2ا�0 یF?H ال"BGرة 
�  م?T-ن ، یBور �xM الb&8>8إّ�H@K!ی% یK1  . \]>@ F?H ذ@oY ه?-ك، K1 ،o)8J K1 ه!ت مo)"D، Re @-ل?-سYی

F?Hة ،ی-�-H"ال K1 فKTی Fqمإل-D \;T@ 0HTال -V&�-H@  .K�ّإ I@أر F1إ \Jو أ!@ E?ل"!ی c?م% م!ی c2K8ا#! ل"- @!و یKال 
 @"KرbJ مD Re% ، الb&G اtس7اv&(F م7ات أ.7ى @KH27اإّ�K @)HA` 0A- ،أو ."� س-D-ت مAD Re&% م- یKص\

B2اKYال . �@K�ّم إ-D \;T@ K�ّإ-V&)D 7فH8ا ، یK7ض@ x)y bوم K�ّإReم E&#-&(م-آ% الPزار ا Kل ، F?Hی Fqإل K�ّإ 
 Reف مKTیK�ّاإK(>� -V&* c*7@ Reم E&V&*7ت E&#-&و ام-آ% س!?D %&'()* 0H1 اKأم-آ% .  @7ض -V&* -Yأری EM'?م Reم

Reم Z7&eآ E&V&*7ت، K�ّ7ف  @ إH8ر ی!S-V&)D، K�ّإ bم �@ F?Hی ZK)# -�دR@ فKTی K�ّإ.. bمK�ّةإ-�-Hم �@ ، \8Jو 
  .  و�M-ط ت<b&8 ومD b-رف إیb،وذ@|

  
� @&C)D FG ه-ي الA(! یV*KT- مY@ Re-ر @Y&7ات إلFq إّ�sAY8@ K إلFq`&0 ی- أ#"! K1 مRe ال"KاIJ ال7SGا*&E : أ�

 ال?-س ت7H8ف c&)D إّ�K یB&"8@ F?H @(!ك D% أی-d !)@ E�E& إ�F8 یIJK88@ F?H إ�V- إF1 م"I8 وPزم ،سKVل او A2-ل
  .وتBوروا

  
 إّ�K ، م?'EM ال7YA ال"&o مRe، یBور م?'EM اریY- مReإّ�Kأ�- م% F8V2 أول إF1 یF?H مRe آ"?-`~ #(D K?- : أ#"!

F?Hی K)# 7Y@،و K�ّإ-HA` �&iال \i>@ Kا إلKV2K8@ ال?-س F17 إeاآ F?Hی  .Reذان م-Aال EM'?م،�)@-� F* -?D ، K�ّإ 
ZK)# EM'?م، �@..Reل مKV(ال، K�ّإZK)# لKVم?-`~ س -V&* E&?&'()>0 ال"!ن ال)yأ ،c@7ّاD \Vإ#?- س Reم ، EM'?م 

Reا،2?&% مK7ق @7ضhك ال!?D Reوم   .ZK)# ل-A2 -V&* Reرام ا� م EM'?م،�� @7ضKا *&A2 -V-ل #(ZK، و�-@()@-� ، 
 a72زی \A2ل و-A&D \A2Fqإلc?ال"!ی aV&)D FG&8@ .. |&YإصK�ّ �@ F?Hت ی-?`K8(م %V&)D K�ّزم إP ZK)# ~`-?م K�ّإ 

-V&)D 7فH8ا#! ی7وح ویKال .ZK)# اK7ض@ \&)hل ال-A2،F?H0 یM?7اء الYوص ، ZK)# 7اءYا صK0 @7ضM?7اء الYص 
K�ّص|إ -V&)D م- @?7وح \&)J ،%&او م7ت Z7م -V&)D م";% م7#?-ش ،Z7"-ه-ش @-ل�م- زر C8# أو ، �@ K�ّإ F?Hی 

� إّ�KصZK)#  . |&Y م?-`~@ c)8Yم K�ّوره-إBر ی!S@ FA?2آ� !M8Dإ .  
�  .`&0 1;7ا آe&7 إل� ی- أ#"!: أ�
 .الK>H: أ#"!

  
 

English translation: 

 
Anas:  Ahmed, if someone from outside Palestine came to visit, for example, from 
America or Australia or Europe … and came and wanted to visit the country, came as a 



tourist, what are the things that you would suggest or hope that he would get to know and 
visit, so he gets to know the country and is able to talk about the country when he goes 
back to his own?   
 
Ahmed:  The first thing I would like is for them to learn Arabic.  Second of all, to try to 
visit Palestinian cities and villages, for example, visit Jerusalem, get to know East and 
West Jerusalem, visit the Dome of the Rock and the Al-Aqsa mosque, find out why there 
is a conflict over it, why there was an Uprising – a lot of the problems in Palestine are 
because of the Dome of the Rock and Al-Aqsa mosque.  Second of all, visit Bethlehem, 
visit the Holy Sepulcher … these things are important to him, especially if he’s Christian 
and has come from outside.  And … go see other cities.  Visit the Jenin camp, for 
example, so he can feel, for example … to see how it became a event that was broadcast 
all over the world … that camp ….  But the information still doesn’t cover everything 
that happened.  So he should visit the camp and get to know what Israel did to people, 
what it destroyed, butchered, killed over there.  Then I would also like it if he visited 
checkpoints, so he can see what kinds of rules the people live under in general.  When 
someone wants to go from city to city it takes four or five hours there, for example, 
before you get to where you’re going…. This is because of the Israeli army, of course, 
because sometimes they send people back.  You can’t get through the checkpoints.  He 
should just see those things, and it’s also good to see the tourist areas -- to see also that 
the Palestinians have tourist areas, recreational areas, for example.  For example, we have 
the Jericho area.  There are a lot of recreational areas there that he could get to know.  He 
should see that our country is nice.  It’s not just fighting and killing … checkpoints and 
whatever.   
 
Anas:  Okay, Ahmed, what are the geographical points that you would like this visitor to 
see … for example, oceans, lakes, hills or mountains -- things that characterize your 
country and differentiate it from other places -- that you think would be fun for people to 
get to know and visit?  
 
Ahmed:  Well the first thing I would recommend is to see the nice areas, like the Jericho 
area, for example.  The area around the Dead Sea, for example … it’s a nice sea and 
people go there most in the summer, or course.  The Bathan area, in Nablus.  It’s a nice 
area.  That’s it.  The hills, for example -- most areas in Palestine have pretty hilly areas.  
For example we are on Sahl Al Rabee.  In the Jenin area, for example.  And … for 
example, you also have the countryside.  The Ramallah area has pretty mountains.  
Nablus also has nice mountains -- ‘Iban and Jarzeen -- that you approach from the city.  
It’s true that they have settlements on them, but they are pretty areas.  You have to visit 
and get to know them.  The mountains of Hebron are also nice.  And the Negev desert.  
The Negev is a beautiful desert, and most people haven’t been there very often.  Maybe 
they’ve been there once or twice, or maybe even never.  But those are nice areas.  
They’re occupied, but as a foreigner he could visit them.   
 
Anas:  Okay, thanks a lot, Ahmed. 
 
Ahmed:  You’re welcome.    
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